John Ruskin – Master Cloudspotter

When it comes to the truth of the sky, the Victorian art critic and
essayist, John Ruskin, said it all…...
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“It is a strange thing how little in general people know about the sky. It is the
part of all creation in which nature has done more for the sake of pleasing man
(um dem Menschen zu gefallen), more, for the sole (einzig) and evident
(offensichtlichen) purpose of talking to him and teaching him, than in any other
of her works, and it is just the part in which we least attend (aufpassen) to her.
…
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every essential purpose of the sky might, as far as we know, be answered
(erfüllt), if once in three days, or thereabouts (ungefähr), a great, ugly black rain
cloud were brought up over the blue, and everything well watered, and so all left
blue again till next time, with perhaps a film of morning and evening mist (Dunst)
for dew (Tau).
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And instead of this, there is not a moment of any day of our lives, when nature is
not producing scene after scene, picture after picture, glory after glory, and
working still upon such exquisite and constant principles of the most perfect
beauty, that it is quite certain it is all done for us, and intended for our perpetual
(dauerhaft) pleasure.… the sky is for all; bright as it is, it is not “too bright, nor
good, for human nature’s daily food,” it is fitted (es passt) in all its functions for
the perpetual comfort and exalting (erheben) of the heart, for the soothing
(lindern, trösten) it and purifying it from its dross (Schrott, Unrat) and dust.
Sometimes gentle, sometimes capricious, sometimes awful, never the same for
two moments together; almost human in its passions, almost spiritual in its
tenderness (Zartheit), almost divine in its infinity, it is surely meant for the chief
teacher of what is immortal in us, (...as it is the chief minister of chastisement
Züchtigung or ...). And yet we never attend to it(we never notice it, look at it) ,
we never make it a subject of thought…”
John Ruskin, ‘Of the Open Sky’ Modern Painters I, Part II, Section III
https://cloudappreciationsociety.org/ruskin/

